Dear friends,
Here's an updated summary of the interplay between Mankind, God and the Sun that brought and then
crushed society's hopes for Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness over the past six centuries:

1. The Sun was the closest, large celestial object orbiting the Earth when Michalangelo depicted the
"Creation of Adam" on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in 1508‐1512:

2. The Sun slowly assumed a more important position after Copernicus published his (heliocentric)
conclusion in 1543: Earth and other planets orbit the Sun.

3. Standing in the gap between God and Mankind in 1633, the Church indicted Galileo for "holding as
true a false doctrine . . . the earth moves" .

4. Our founding fathers declared in 1776 the Creator endowed mankind with unalienable rights to self‐
governance.

5. Vaporization of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in Aug 1945 released a tiny fraction of the energy used to
make the elements, birth the Solar System five billion years (5 Gyr) ago [1], and scared world leaders
into:

_ a.) Forming the United Nations on 24 Oct 1945 to save us from nuclear annihilation;
_ b.) Abandoning national constitutions and governments that citizens had already formed; and
_ c.) Hiding energy [1] in cores of heavy atoms, some planets, stars like the Sun, and galaxies

6. In 1946 Fred Hoyle [2] laid the foundation for

_ d.) The SSM (standard solar model) of hydrogen‐filled stars, and
_ e.) The Big Bang model of initial hydrogen creation from nothing, while

The critically‐ill George Orwell moved from London to the forsaken Scottish Island of Jura

_ f.) To write a futuristic novel warning the public a new tyrannical
_ g.) Government was forming and would be visible by "1984" [3]:

http://omanuel.wordpress.com/about/#comment‐2204

7. Although Orwell's prediction was accurate, the public did not awaken to this new reality until
Climategate e‐mails were released in late Nov 2009, despite the fact:

_ h.) Many earlier experimental observations [4‐7] violated the SSM and Big Bang models, and
_ i.) Fred Hoyle later admitted [8] there was no debate or discussion of the 1946 assumptions.

8. Recent studies confirm serious flaws in the SSM and Big Bang models [9] of stars and the
cosmos. Measurements show the Sun's pulsar core is a fountain of energy that feeds chains of cause
and effect across wide‐spread stellar debris that was ejected from the pulsar five billion years (5 Gyr)
ago and now:

_ j.) Occupies a volume of space that is greater than ten billion, billion (10^19) Earths [10], and
_ k.) Contains radioactive atoms whose rate of decay depends on distance from the pulsar [11,12].

9. Society is now on the verge of collapse, having justifiably lost confidence in leaders who formulated
public policies after 1945 based on false information from the US National Academy of Sciences, the
UK's Royal Society and the UN's IPCC ‐ disguised with Nobel Prizes from the Swedish and Norwegian
Academies of Science as trustworthy science.

Since 1945 world leaders have hidden the fact that they are all ‐ from Joseph Stalin to Barack Obama ‐
totally powerless over the forces that made our elements, birthed the world, and sustains our daily
lives. I deeply regret I did not realize what was happening earlier.

With deep regrets,
Oliver K. Manuel
Former NASA Principal
Investigator for Apollo
http://www.omatumr.com
http://omanuel.wordpress.com/
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